
CELEBRITY INFLUENCE VS PARENTAL INFLUENCE

Celebrity Influence Vs Parental Influence Celebrity influence is the situation where celebrities influence their fans to
behave in a particular manner as high.

He usually tries to follow them and thus adopt the same behavior as his parents do. According to Butt, et al.
Parents Some teens resist being characterized as influenced by celebrity culture, naming their parents as prime
factors in their worldview, according to a article on Howard University's website. If the celebrity is caught
drinking and goes to jail, the teen might consider this behavior to be acceptable. In our thinking, most of us
have strong belief on role models or we can say having ideals in their lives. They are aware of their impact on
young fans and for good or bad their photographed experiences make an impact on young minds and opinions
about which actions are acceptable or cool. Use anecdotal evidence personal experiences or statistical data to
establish your arguments. Parents and the general society are pushing this generation to becoming mini-adults
that seem mature, but is not yet developed enough to actually be mature. You play a role in virtually
everything that concerns a child, from the food they eat, the clothesâ€¦. It can also be cut if the link between a
parent his child is interrupted for a certain reason. Celebrities need to change these horrible habits now and
realize that they need to be more concerned with themselves and with their portrayal in the media. Established
facts indicate that parents who express negative emotions towards their children will in fact lead them to be
exactly the pessimist member of the society William 3. In our thinking, most of us have strong belief on role
models or we can say having ideals in their lives. Parents' impact on young adults and kids can be more than
any other institution once proper time is given to the relationships. Related posts:. There are television sets,
magazine covers, Internet blogs, and movies screaming to be read and watched, and they are plastered with
images of these tacky celebrities. When a life of parties, short-term relationships, drugs, and alcohol are
leading celebrities like Britney, Paris, and Lindsay to spiral out of control, you would think that their lifestyle
is not ideal. The National Institute of Mental Health estimates that eating disorders affect more than five
million Americans a year, with disorders usually beginning in the teens or as early as eight. Parents tend to
believe that the life of these celebrities is not ideal, but their fans tend to disagree. On the negative side, young
teens can fall into the trap a celebrity has displayed and be consumed by their lifestyle. Celebrities Children,
and especially teens, frequently look to celebrities for fashion cues, including clothing, hairstyle and makeup
choices. Take for instance Hannah Montana, she started off as a young actress playing a respectful role and
was geared more toward young girls. Information and actions which are perceived by children are portrayed
straight forwardly. We can say that family is always a first institution for training. During this time, young
women are likely to identify with those around them, their peers. We can say that family is always a first
institution for training. On the other hand, celebrities are perceived as secondary sources of influence on
children. Superego develops during early childhood when the child identifies with the same sex parent, and is
responsible for ensuring moral started are followed, superego also operates on the morality principle and
motivates us to behave in a socially, responsible, and acceptable manner. Posted by.


